
 
Read and enjoy the opening (Flight – pages 
1-4) of The Explorer by Katherine Rundell 
here:  
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/globalassets
/resources/blogs/2017/september/the-
explorer-katherine-rundell-extract.pdf   
Now go back to the chapter you have just 
read and jot down any words or phrases 
that interest you and words and phrases 
that describe the plane. You may want to 
explore the meaning of some words by 
using www.wordhippo.com.   
Based on the words and phrases you have 
collected, write a free-verse poem (a poem 
without any rules) to summarise the 
opening chapter. You may want to alter 
some words or phrases from the text or add 
your own to create your poem.  
An example opening to a poem based on 
this chapter could be:  
Man-made magic wish,  
Joystick, throttle,  
Vibrating,  
Flying faster than the setting sun,  
Following the swerve of the Amazon River,  
Vast sweep of blue.  
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Multiplication Puzzle 

Take a look below at 

today’s activity. 

Maths 

 

 

Topic task: 
Think about all of the things you have 
achieved this year or even throughout your 
time at Cobbs Brow. Write them all down 
and reflect on how much you have 
accomplished. You have made it to the end 
of your primary school journey and should 
be so proud of yourself. 

Links to useful websites: 

Don’t forget about our access to Born to Move. There are lots of different activities to 

keep you active. https://borntomove.lesmills.com/media/BORN+TO+MOVE+12+8-

12+Hair/0_1xv8c3a8/130160092  

Our School Login is b2m@cobbsbrow.lancs.sch.uk Our Password is O80340 (first 

character is a capital O) 

 

 

English 

 

 

Hi everyone, 

 I can’t quite believe we are in our final week of year 6! The time has flown by so 

quickly and I will miss you all so much. Enjoy your last week and don’t forget to 

take a look at the website on Friday for your leavers bits and bobs! 
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Using the following digit cards: 

 

 

Place each card into one of the squares in the following multiplication and calculate 

the answer. 

 

 

 

 

Write all the different multiplications that it is possible to make. What is the largest 

product that you can make? What is the smallest product that you can make? 
Challenge 1  

Using the following digit cards: 

  

 

Place each card into one of the squares in the following multiplication and calculate 

the answer. 

 

 

 

 

Write all the different multiplications that it is possible to make. What is the largest 

product that you can make? What is the smallest product that you can make? 

  



Challenge 2 

Using the following digit cards: 

  

 

Place each card into one of the squares in the following multiplication and calculate 

the answer. 

 

 

 

 

What is the largest product that you can make? What is the smallest product that 

you can make? 
 


